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About This Game

Waking up trapped in a tree, with no recollection of anything, you must explore a strange fragmented city floating in the sky to
learn who you are and where you fit into the world.

Gravity Defying Gameplay - Walk upside down, on walls, in fact walk anywhere you can get to. Your suction cup feet
let's you stick to any surface.

Mind Bending Puzzles - Solve complex logical & physical puzzles using your unique abilities.

Evolve & Explore - Learn new abilities and use them to explore the fragmented city further.

Create Your Own Game - Built-in level, map and character editors let's you build an entirely new game using simple
tools. You'll be creating in minutes.

You play a You (short for Youropean), a small humanoid with suction cups instead of feet, which allows you to walk up walls
and on ceilings. You must use your unique ability to solve a constantly evolving set of challenges. You will encounter physical
puzzles, riddles, ferocious enemies, environmental hazards and more, in an abstract but logical universe that challenges your

perception of the 3rd dimension.

Expand the game by building your own levels, cities and creating your own characters. The entire game is created using the
incredibly easy to use built-in editing tools. Unlock more than 450 building blocks, construct amazing levels and build entire

adventures by linking the levels together on the map.

Youropa is a game about breaking rules, being upside down and thinking outside the box.
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Title: Youropa
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
frecle ApS
Publisher:
frecle ApS
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel I5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 600 series / Radeon HD 7000 series / Intel HD 4000 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Danish,French,German,Italian,Czech,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Norwegian
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If you want a historical accurate game. Then this turn based game is for you. I got really impressed at the second dynasty. Yes
you can build great pyramids. But if you build too many big ones, then first the building costs become a problem, but and that's
very well designed later also the maintenancecosts go through the roof. Just like in real history happened, your later pyramids or
mastabas tend to get smaller again.
I think i'm going to play this as much or more as Clarus Victory earlier games.. oh my eyes !!!!!. Great science fiction mystery
with beautiful art and music.
I would love to live in a world like this in the right circumstances <3. It takes a bit to really get a grasp on how it's a rhythm
game, but it is -- although honestly a horror game first. It's a lot of fun and deepr than the usual "five nights" style game. I would
recommend. One of the ones I've played and plan on seeing it through.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/xrAMJW9xE_g. Buy this game and its two sequels.
Play them, fall in love with them, and play them over and over again.
Like a good book with the difference that you get to shape the narrative to your own liking.

The best Choice of Games games out there, tbqh.. Mouse only controls, but it's fantastic. I wouldn't recommend the game if you
can't handle flashing images (and the first thing you see is a seizure warning every time you open the game, so that's also good.)
Fun, great art, challenging.. Do you like Retro Games? Do you like Games that make you Frustrated? Do you like Games that
make you hit your head on the Desk - - - Hard! Then Play Quarries of Scred - guaranteed to give you hours of frustrating
entertainment. When you think you are ready to Kick your Computer, you want to play another game. When you think you are
going to throw your Keyboard into the Pond, you say, One More Try!

Do I hate this Game? Yes

Do I like this Game? No

Do I absolutely Love this Game? Yes --- Oh Yes!!!

Don't take my word for it - Play it for yourself! Less than a large Mocha at Starbucks!

. awesome game love it not to hard just right. Game seems to require more graphics card memory than I have in my integrated
video card. I have been trying to change the resolution to be able to play, but its not that effective.
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PEW PEW PEW 3/10. Was much more fun than i thought. I've run through this game a few times and have thought it was
hilarious. The art is enjoyable, as is the music (my favourite thus far is the 80's montage music for the montage scene), and my
only complaint is that some sections will briefly circle back to desicions you had made earlier. It's definitely worth the money..
Me: DAMN i finished already most of serious sams games now what
*Serious Sam Double D XXL Appears*
me: GUD >:C. Quality of VR interaction and movement isn't good enough. Gameplay and story failed to catch my attention
within an hour. It's hard to figure out what the game wants me to do when it comes to figuring out how to progress. It often felt
more like sifting through 20 usless interactable objects until I'd find one that was useful, and with no way of really knowing
which is useful... it feels like lot of trial and error rather than clever puzle solving. Being repeatadly stuck because I don't know
what the game wants me to do next, isn't particularly fun, but frustrating. I'd say the game tries too hard to be non trivial,
without having a core mechanic, which just results with gameplay being convoluted rather than challenging. VR interface and
interactions being badly explained and generally clunky and feeling unreliable only excerbated this problem further. When it
takes me 5 minutes to figure out how to open a door, and one time I die trying due to a time limit, it makes me wonder if this
game was ever tested in VR by testers who have never played it in flatscreen before. Another thing that bothered me was that
antialiasing in VR didn't work well at all. Regardless of which AA method and VR resolution combination I tried, game always
had severe aliasing issues.. I just don't find it fun.. this was....not great.. I'm glad to have experienced a story like this before my
death. Yes, that's how I think about most things these days - in relation to impermanence and mortality.

I was skeptical at first. During the first chapter, or "door," I was wondering when the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing obnoxious
dialog between Mell and his sister would end. But I'm glad that I stuck with it, because this was probably the best visual novel
I've played and one of the best stories I've experienced.

The entire thing is shrouded in a palpable sense of mysteriousness. The atmosphere in general is engrossing - you keep wanting
to come back to learn more about the characters and plot, and just see what happens next, because the events are typically
always far from predictable and often leave you with even more questions to contemplate.

The characters are magnificent. Each of them have depth and soul, and the development that takes place as you approach the
end of the tale is very satisfying and well done.

This visual novel will get you to  truly\t feel for the characters. It does not hold back at all - there is a lot of brutality and
darkness, and it all ties nicely into this theme of tragedy and hopelessness that pervades much of the game.

The artwork was great, and I liked some of the soundtrack songs (although not all of it, and I found it to be a bit repetitive at
times). All in all however, this is pretty much the only complaint that I have - the rest was flawlessly done and I couldn't imagine it
having gone any other way than it did.

And \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 man, it really had an impact on me. You'll have to experience it yourself to know what I mean.
It's beautiful. I got it on sale, but it deserves its normal price.

For anyone who likes MBTI\/enneagram, here are my character typings:

 Michel - INFP 1w2

 Morgana - INFP 4w5

 Giselle - ENFJ 7w6

 White Haired Girl - ISFJ 9w1

 Mell - ISFJ 6w7

 Jacopo - ENTJ 8w7
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 Swordsman - ISTP 8w9. A little pricy for some suits. But I got it with steam credits so I didn't pay for anything. Which
made it worth! Still though, they don't look too great but could be nice for you RP'ers.

Hotfix:
Fixed main menu. Version 143:

Bug Fixes. Version 1.0.4?!:

Good morning, friends! I am uploading a new patch right now that fixes a few (somewhat glaring) issues, and adjusts the
balance a bit again. Someday I will stop poking at these numbers and be satisfied, but that day is not today.

Interface
Fixed a UI issue when canceling the Specialties tutorial in the Tangle.

Fixed a UI issue when applying items to Rik's quiver that stemmed from the item stacking addition.

Balance

Scaled back the defense rating and damage on late-game foes a bit.

Lowered the soft cap on damage. This should help curb outrageous amounts of damage without harming
underpowered attacks/characters.

Boosted the Forgiveness healing factor a bit closer to its original value.

Added in 1.0.4b

Increased a character's ability to resist status effects due to their DEF stat.

The Princess now gains 25% more resistance to status effects if she's blocking an attack.

Added several item packs available during the post game. These items can be purchased as many times as desired.
Some are not unlocked until after finishing the bonus dungeon.

Foes affected by status effects will now alternate colors between status colors and targeting colors if they're also
targeted by ally attacks during the Command phase.

Let me know how things work out now! And thanks, as always!. New update v1.41 "Bow to the Input Master" live!:
Hello racers!

This was meant to be a small update with a few more input options but we went a bit crazy with it. Our main improvement
is the new "Input Settings" options screen where you now can tweak how steering input works generally and at different
speeds down to detail and also visualize the input response curve! This gives you AAA-level control over the steering and
should help you tweak it to your preference to minimize unwanted spins during the races. See the details in the release notes
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below and in this tweet: https://twitter.com/roadclubgame/status/1012811139791622145

New!. Hotfix 1.05:
PATCH NOTES:

Added 1 bonus Tinder item on skillcheck's success when harvesting them on the Tinder Tree.

Corrected a very nasty and stealthy bug that prevented Eustache to trigger most of his dialogs! You should
now be able to complete his romance.

Achievement for reaching 100 in a skill corrected: Now triggered when 100 is reached via standard skill XP
increase, use item increase and trait increase. It will also be given upon game load if a character has 100, in case it
failed to be unlocked prior to that.

Now Angelico's special chain of events will only trigger after meeting with a certain blue goddess, giving a little
more respite in the beginning of the game.

Corrected a lot of cases when Solveig/Knut would appear or be mentionned in dialogs even after their death.

Mining camp 3 upgrade could be crafted without having unlocked Tier 2 upgrades.

Corrected Angelico's relationship values bug: Values/effects behind the scenes were working as intended, only the
display of "[someone]'s opinion on Angelico" was wrong (always 0).

Reduced chances to have "drought" and "rain" weather after a drought. (Chances were 40% sun 20% rain 40%
drought, now 60% sun 10% rain 30% drought

Corrected a bug which prevented to slaughter sheep when they were born in the pens until game was loaded again.

Parvaneh's final romance dialog could be triggered even if she had been rebuffed.

Fixed infinite Stone exploit with the Wall Remains rune.

Fixed infinite Wisdom exploit with the Wolf Statue rune.

Fixed infinite Wisdom exploit with Volcano Cave.

Fixed a bug when a lot of save-scumming the level-up trait list would empty the list and show less than 5 traits
(invisible trait bug)

Skills values where not refreshed in the side bar + UI after level up.. Gilbert New Years Information Update:
Hi everyone.

I listen to pretty much everyone who posts, even if I don't always respond immediately. have been compiling recent
complaints and requests, etc and am here to respond to them.

While I haven't received that many complaints, a number of these have been valid and also ones that raised questions for
myself regarding things the game could be improved by. I anticipated that the game would do okay and it's done better then
expected.

However I find myself in a bit of a crux. I have been hearing complaints about the general gameplay and controls etc. As
most probably know the game has been created for and with input of my daughter.
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The game is aimed at young kids who might want to play something other then another mobile game but are till new at them.
The controls are simplified and the gameplay is simple.

While I still think there's a merit behind this design choice I do believe there's a lot more that can be done with the game.
Complaints regarding controls and gameplay as well as the tutorial section have been noted.

What I am going to do now is head back and recreate a new experience. While the basic premise stays the same I have a
much more grounded idea of which direction I think I want to go in with Gilbert.

This means that I will expand the game thoroughly and with a lot more effort which will resort into a price increase once
I'm done. So for everyone who already has a copy there's something to look forward to.

Other things that I will be introducing is a much clearer system to guide players. I'll be using color coded (Pink) objects etc to
help guide players as to where they can go. I will also redesign all the levels and I am working on a level-streaming
approach which will make the entire experience seamless.

I want to further flesh out existing gameplay systems. The basic idea will be that Gilberts neighbourhood will be redesigned
into the main hub. In this new redeign, gameplay exploration and will carry a much heavier role.

Other levels will be redesigned depending on what I want to experiment with.
I want to re-do the tutorial section into a much more clearer experience with a larger obstacle course and one that can be
easily skipped..

Obviously this will all take time and I will roll out these changes in parts. I will also keep the old levels available in a new
"Gilbert Classic" mode. I will continue to listen to feedback and will try to help those with issues.

That's it for now and I wish you all a happy new year !!!
Joure.
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